Redistricting in
Paul Huffman
Minnesota:
Redistricting Coordinator
How It Affects
phuffman@lwvmn.org
Your Voting Power

LWV Minnesota
Non-Partisan Policy
The League of Women Voters is
nonpartisan, neither supporting nor
opposing candidates or political
parties at any level of government, but
always working on vital issues of
concern to members and the public.
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2021 – 2022 Estimated
Redistricting Timeline
• 4/30/21: Apportionment data to President
• January – May 2021: Legislative session
(re: Legislation/ Process for map development)
• 9/30/21: Census Block data to states
• TBD: MN Legislative hearings on Maps
• 8/31/21: Special Redistricting panel convened by MN Supreme
Court
• October – December 2021: Special Redistricting Panel
meetings (input to Supreme Court)
• October 2021 – January 2022: City/County Government decide
on local redistricting process
• 2/15/22: Court Issues Final Redistricting Order
• February – April 2022: Local Redistricting Hearings
• 4/16/22: City redistricting complete
• 5/6/22: Other local redistricting complete
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What is Redistricting?
 Following every census, the distribution of
Congressional seats across the nation is subject to
change – based on population movement. This is
apportionment.
 Based on the census and reapportionment states
draw the lines for U.S. congressional and state
(House & Senate) districts. This is redistricting.
 Many local district lines such as county commissions,
and some city councils and school boards are
redrawn using decennial census data

 Every state determines its own process.
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Federal Laws For
Drawing the Maps
• U.S. Constitution: requires seats for the U.S. House of
Representatives be apportioned to states according to the
population count in the federal Census (Article 1, Section 2)

• Permanent Apportionment Act of 1929 established the
procedure and timeline to allocate House seats to states after
each decennial census (Title 2 U.S. Code Section 2a Chapter 1)
• Reynolds v. Sims (1964): United States Supreme Court
determined that the general basis of apportionment should be
"one person, one vote“. This rule means that, generally, electoral
districts must be equal in population according to the most recent
census so that each person's vote is equally weighted.
• Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act blocks district lines that deny
minority voters an equal opportunity “to participate in the political
process and to elect representatives of their choice.”
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Why is Redistricting
Important?
• Redistricting is about community
representation
• Determines:
• What voices are heard
• What (policy) interests are served

• Group or community voices that are
diluted or isolated may not be heard
and their interests may not be served
• Think Policy not Party
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What is
Gerrymandering?
 Named for Massachusetts Governor Eldridge Gerry
who, in 1812, signed a bill that created a partisan
district in the Boston area that was compared to the
shape of a salamander.
 Now used to describe manipulation of district
boundaries to draw a map that provides a political
advantage for a particular party or group.
 Experience shows that when all of the state
government branches are dominated by any party,
gerrymandering is a risk.
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Why is Gerrymandering
Bad?
 Manipulated voting maps create safe, partisan
seats where elected officials represent their
political base, not all the voters
 Creates an unfair distribution of power that does
not accurately reflect the will of voters
 Skews the political process creating unfair policy
outcomes and extreme policy choices.
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Gerrymandering
Examples
Maryland 3rd District
• Creates a Democratic district and
divides Republicans between multiple
districts
• Includes parts of 4 counties and city
of Baltimore
• Structure makes it difficult to know
who their representative is
Ohio 9th District aka “Snake by
the Lake”
• Drawn in 2001 to eliminate 1
Democratic Congressman
• Packs as many Democrats
into district as possible
• Significant differences in
policy interests across district
(Cleveland and Toledo)
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Flint Michigan Water Crisis 2012
2011
• Republican “Trifecta” elected in 2010 implemented
aggressively Gerrymandered districts
• “Emergency Manager” passed bill to control city budgets
2012
• 52.7% of Voters reject Emergency Manager bill
• State House Elections (gerrymandered maps):
% of Vote

% of Seats

Democrats

53.3

46.4

Republicans

45.6

53.6

• Republican legislature reissued Emergency Manager bill with
an appropriation preventing voter repeal (December)
2013
• Emergency Manager appointed to oversee Flint Budget
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Racial Gerrymandering in
Minneapolis – 2000

Cedar-Riverside
Powderhorn

Before 2011 Hispanic and Somali communities in
Minneapolis were split between wards (“cracked”)
LEADMN | Promoting Civic Engagement 11

What Changed?

Minneapolis
Voters Approved
an Independent
Redistricting
Commission in
2010
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The Next Election…..
• Most Diverse City Council in
Minneapolis History
• First Somali-American Council Member
• First Mexican-American Council Member
• First Hmong-American Council Member

• Voters bring more racial, ethnic diversity
to Minneapolis City Council | MPR News
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Legislative Redistricting
Map - Rochester

Senate District 25: +2.5% (R)
House District 25A: +15.1% (R)
House District 25B: +16.3% (D)

25

Senate District 26: +1.9% (R)
House District 26A: +27.9% (D)
House District 26B: +1.3% (R)

26
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How are Maps
Drawn?
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Redistricting Elements
 People – Who make the decisions and draw the maps
 Includes how individuals are identified and selected
(legislators, political appointees, or citizens?)
 Advisory only or independent and final authority?

 Principles – What needs to be considered (Criteria) to
make a map “fair”
 Process – How the maps are drawn
 What meetings are held; how are they announced?
 Who is there?
 What is the engagement of the public (transparency)?
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Redistricting in
Minnesota
• People: Legislature draws the maps; Governor
approves or vetoes

• Principle: No documented or required criteria
beyond federal law and state constitution
• Equality in Population
• Must not have the purpose or effect of diluting racial or
ethnic minority voting strength
• “Convenient contiguous territory”

• Process: No legal or administrative process to draw
maps
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Redistricting Criteria –
Policy Choices
• Preservation of communities of interest (e.g. shared
industries or natural resources)
• Preservation of American Indian reservations
• Preservation of county, city, and township boundaries
• Not purposefully favoring a party or candidate
• No (unintentional) effect to bias for/against a party
• Compactness
• Competition
• Following natural geographic boundaries
• Not legally required so courts give little weight
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Minnesota’s
Redistricting Experience
• No Legislative redistricting between 1913 - 1959
• No requirement for equal population in districts before 1964
(SCOTUS Reynolds v. Sims decision)

• All Congressional and Legislative maps since 1960
have been rejected or redrawn by the courts
• Exception: Legislature-approved Congressional (not
legislative) redistricting in 1971 (Republican Legislature,
Democratic Governor)

• Court drawn maps meet legal minimum requirements
• Strong focus on equal population; limited changes
• Process has limited public input and transparency
• Likely not optimal for state residents
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Minnesota’s
Redistricting Experience
• The current system does not work for Minnesota!
• No statute or law requiring transparency and/or objective
criteria to prevent abuse for partisan advantage
• If split government, then no one agrees and courts draw
the maps based on last maps

• If one party controls state government (trifecta) then maps
likely to be drawn to benefit the governing party
• Federal Courts = No help (Rucho v Common Cause)

• MN Constitution = No help?
• Relying on divided government = Russian Roulette
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Local Redistricting
Overview
• Required by Minnesota state law after legislative
maps are drawn
• Required for any government with people elected
by “district” or “ward”
• All Counties for County Commissioner Districts
• Many cities (Minneapolis, St Paul, Rochester,
Bloomington, Plymouth, Duluth and others)
• Some school boards (Minneapolis, Duluth)

• Process and requirements are established by the
local officials who also draw the maps
• County Commissioners
• Charter commission (typically) in charter city
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Roseville Redistricting
Environment
• Ramsey County
• State Senate/House Districts 42, 43 & 66
• Congressional Districts (Likely to lose the
8th Congressional Seat)
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Minnesota Redistricting
Maps
2019 MN House District Population

2019 MN House District Population
– Roseville Area

42B
43A

66A
66B

42B:
43A:
66A:
66B:

+1.6%
+1.2%
+0.5%
+3.1%
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Roseville Area
Legislative Maps

43A
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2021 – 2022 PPFM
Strategy
• Engage local communities to influence state and local
elected representatives to create maps that reflect
needs and interests of their communities
•
•
•
•

City Maps (where there are wards)
County Maps
Legislative Maps
Congressional Maps

• Advocate for legislation to change the redistricting
process to minimize political influence and maximize
public engagement and transparency
• Engage legislative and legal processes with testimony
and alternative maps to influence the final maps
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Why Focus on Local
Redistricting?
 Provide individuals and community groups an
opportunity to engage and act within their community
 Emphasizes the importance of community voices in
government participation; create local partnerships
 Opportunity to engage people in action that is more
likely to yield immediate and observable results
 Provides incremental, ground level change now to build
on for future changes
 More relevant and important to daily lives of residents
 Opportunity to learn about and emphasize the role of
local government
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Potential County/City
Redistricting Actions
 Start Early on Everything!
 Ask County Commissioners and City Councils about
process for redistricting now
 Are Criteria established and approved by resolution or
ordnance?
 Does the process include public hearings on criteria and
public comment?
 Provisions for public input for mapping considerations?

 Attend County Commission and City Council
meetings related to redistricting
 LTEs to local media on need for transparency and
public input to redistricting
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Options for Local Action
 Enable local Leagues and individuals to engage in those aspects of
redistricting that most interest them, in a way and to a degree that
works for them
 General: Postcard/letter campaign
 Legislative: Advocate for legislation to change existing redistricting
process (People/Principles/Process)
 State Maps:
 Let legislators and local officials know you expect residents to have input
 Define Communities of Interest (COI) in your community and submit maps

 Local Maps
 Engage local elected officials on preparation and structure for local redistricting
 Define COI maps to present to elected officials for redistricting

 All:
 Develop alternative maps for submission to elected officials for consideration
 Partner with local groups that were also Census partners
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Next Steps
• Consider forming a local League Redistricting team
to learn more and review options for action
• Meet as a local League Program or Advocacy
Team or Board to consider what type and degree of
involvement works best for your League
• Assess your level of interest and where and how
you want to be involved
• Contact Paul Huffman (phuffman@lwvmn.org) for
support on additional information, education, or to
support local League meetings or discussions
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Questions?
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